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Abstract
An 8° bending magnet systea for 30 GfiV prlcary

protons from the Brookhaven ACS is to be Installed In
the suroer of 1973. This band requires operating two
magnet nodules, each 6-tt. long, at an excitation up to
37kG. The cold bore I.D. is 3.375-in. A 20-le. long
full-scale cross section model has been extensively
tested. Multipole field components due to the g
circuit, produce field error n x l O * parts below
20kG out to the measurement radius at 827. of the radiua
to the superconductor. The "good field" (~lxI0 *parts)
shrinks to a radius ~507. of Che radiua to the super-
conductor by 40kG. Diamagnetlc effects in the auper-
conductor are completely negligible by 5kG, with the
exception of the {r*. 59) multipole. This contribute*
6.5 x 10** parts to the field at 827. of radiua. End
effects are sufficiently small that for 6-ft. long
magnets little or no modification* of end contours arc
required for even very exacting applications.

The magnet has operated to 45kG with no evidence
of significant training. The magnet haa been tkereally
cycled several times, and the field aberrations allowed
by magnet design symmetries reproduce exactly free Che
first to last measurement runs. At 19.1kG, all allowed
tnultipoles, i.e., 56,78,99,116, with 36 tuned to zero
agree to 1x10"* parts error over the duration of ex-
perimental measurements. However, ferromagnetic effect*
due to martensitlc transformations in the stainless
steel inner form on which the coils are wound have
grown with repeated thermal and magnetic cycling, these
effect particularly the remanence and the lower
harmonic components at the lower dlpole field level*.

Model Magnet

The 8° superconducting magnets are of the rec-
tangular aperture "window-frame" type with the iron
core surrounding a rectangular cross section dipole
coil package. The magnet cross section is shown in
Fig. 1. The aperture in the iron is approximately 4-in.
high by 6.25-in. wide. The overall dimensions are
14.875-ln. high , by 17.125-in. wide. The iron
core, closely coupled around the coll, reduces the
ampere turns required for magnetic fields below satu-
ration by a factor greater than 2. The images of the
coil in the iron give extended dipole sheets, pro-
ducing very uniform fields below 20kG. Above satu-
ration at the pole surfaces, the ampere turns require-
ment, increases, growing by 217. at 40kG compared to
infinite permeability. The systematic aberrations due
to saturation require an auxiliary correcting coll
which is approximately an aircore sextupole; The
excitation required of this correcting coil commences
at ~20kC and grows linearly to several percent of the
dipole coll ampere turns by 40kG. The combination of
the two separate coils, the dipole and the correction,
permits precision fields at all levels, as well as
providing available sextupole "tuning" where desired.

The dipole coil is wound with 340 turns of a NbTi
composite with a rectangular cross section of 0.054-in.
by 0.113-in.

The conductor has 1.25 to 1 copper to supercon-
ductor ratio and contains 361 filaments of 3 mils
diameter, twisted one turn to the inch. Between each
single vertical layer of conductor are placed sheets
of anodlzed high purity aluminum. These she-eta axe
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grooved to provide vertical M e channels over 50% of
the surface area. The high diffusivity and conduc-
tivity of the altatlmsa provide enhanced thermal and
dynamic stability.

TABLE I
20-in. Model Magnet

Aperture, Dia&eter

Magnetic Field Intensity

Aapere-turna, Dipole Coll

Anpere-turns, Sextupole Coil

Current, Pifole- Coll

Current, Sextupofte Coll

Current Density,
Dipole Coll 'Conductor

Current Density,
Sextupole Coll Conductor

Stored Energy

Inductance, Dipole Coll

Parameters

3.375 in.

40kG

408,000

18,000

l,200A

300A

3.05 x 104 A/cm2

3.71 x 104 A/cm2

48kJ

55mH

The coil construction techniques and the test
asaeoMy of the-20-in. model have been described In
aore detail.1 -Fig. 2 shows the completed model.

The construction of the 20-in. model was used to
develop the techniques used la the construction of the
full sized oagneta. Indeed these have proceeded with
ao difficulties, in construction. Fig. 3 shows one of
the completed 6-ft. long magnets.

Magnet Performance

The 20-in.-magnet is extremely stable. It can
be simply switched on to or off from ita operating
field of 3?kC. 'This results In currpnt rise or decay
in seconds. The magnet has a aolid core, and such
treatment results-la very large losses. This fact
has been confirmed by a. wattmeter measurement, as well
as by observed p.ressure fluctuations in the devar.
Nonetheless, the aagnet does not go normal. Initial
test* were performed with large 120V SCR power supplies
with considerable ripple, and the magnet operated up
to 40kG. A remote switching failure in one of these
supplies resulted' la the dipole current supply re-
maining on after a quench for an extended period.
The dewar was boiled dry, which requires energy
dissipation 10 times that stored In the magnet. Ho
harm was done to the magnet.

After low voltage, highly filtered power supplies
were used, the magnet was excited to above 45kG. No
systematic attempt was made to raise this level by
repeated quenching.

In Fig. 4 is shown a normalized excitation func-
tion for the dipole field of the 20-in. magnet. Com-
puter results assuming Vltrenamel and M-36 permeability
data are also shown. Vitrensnel sheet is a low carbon
ateel which is close in composition to the plate used
ia the magnet. .It suffers some deterioration in
permeability compared to thick plate, however, due to
the rolling process. In addition, iron at 4 K should
have a slightly higher saturation induction than at
300 K. As a result, the fact that the model performs
better than computations predict at 27.5kG and 3O.6kG
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by the equivalent of -300 gauss is very reasonable. At
the highest fields the model saturates more than the
computer indicates. This is probably due to the fact
that the length of the magnet is only 5 times the
vertical gap. The iron core thickness Is designed for
the infinitely long, two-dimensional flux distribution.
the data is teken with a point coil centered in the
magnet. -;

It should be noted that the area enclosed by the
up and down sides of the hysteresis loop in Fig. 4 la
very small. This results from the fact that the ratio
of gap length to iron return length is an order of
magnitude greater than in typical low field iron mag-
nets. As a result, even though the iron in Che pole
surface region is driving very hard into saturation,
the sensitivity of such magnets to permeability fluc-
tuations should be comparable to conventional icon
magnets excited to their normal saturation level*.

Taking into account the maximum field in the con-
ductor is 10% more than the dipole field, the super-
conductor peak performance was 807. of abort sample cur-
rent, or 907. of short sample field. However, the
official rating on this conductor may be slightly
optimistic. Fig. 5 shows the results of some limited
tests. The maximum performance of the 20-ln. magnet
operation is superimposed on the short sample curve.
Following study of the full-scale 8 magnet perform-
ance more extensive short sample tents will be made.
Finally, a very important point is that at the highest
fields no voltage is observed across the magnet. The
resistive dissipation in the coll while operating at
40kG D.C. ib zero, with an accuracy corresponding to
an error of less than 2 watts. This is a» expected,
since such a coarse strand superconductor should
show & very sharp transition from the superconducting
to normal state.

Search Coll Measurements

The radial field was measured at 1.513-in. with
both short and long coils. The field is expressed as

B
sOb

• S (An r"i was carrl
n sin "(n+I) 9 + B r "cos (n+l) e). The

carried.-out to n - 11. For no construction or

plete range of excitation. Therefore, if e
redefined bjj Che dipole, the angular offset
be 3.3 x 10 * parts, which has a negligible

/

mejsurenent errors, symmetry allows only even n tenu
In AQ, and no B n tens. During the latest run, the
"magnet was repeatedly cycled Co 35kG. The raw harmonic
analysis results for the short coil during the rise
and fall of field are given I D Tablo; II. This is at p ,
822 of the radius to superconductor, and is out- c

side the w a n bore'beam pipe r*4ius (1.438-ln.). The
amplitudes are normalized to the dipole, a » A p n/A
and b - B p /A". The horizontalRrefePen8e °
angle S • 8 was defined by the phase of a.&e which is
generated at nigh fields by the correction coll. With
the reference angle thus defined, Che out of phase
dipole was b - B /A - + (3.3±1) x 10** over the co«-
plete range of excitation. Therefore, if e • 0 was

would only
effect on

nsinoc components/ Also, the Jitter in dipole orienta-
tion is s 1 x IO~* parts.

Interpretation of Table II is complicated by
growing ferromagnetlsa in the stainless steel inner
coil structure of the model. In spite of this, very
ncall error* due to practical construction tolerances
are demonstrated. Only the a text* are affected;
i.e., those with poles at 90 and 270 . The ferrlte
problem Cor a will be only briefly summarized, for
two reasons: (a) Jc is eliminated for the 8 magnets.
Each inner structure is one piece (without welds) type
316 stainless steel, (b) It will be seen in Che next
section that fox checking the allowed precision of the
Eodel and agreement vith computations, the problem can
be set aside.

None are allowed except by practical errora. The
b, 2a t e n £• uniformly I x 1(T*. Ibis is the quadru-
pSle of normal orientation; i.e., wicb a pole ac 45 .
Similarly, b,4e, b-6e, ere. give the "normal" com-
ponents where the field is vertical on the horizontal
•idplane. All arc minute, toe even a 5>,3e, b. 5$,
etc. are Che "skew" terms wicb poles routed half 1way

TAB1E II

RAW DATA, INCLUDING FERROHAGKETISM IN SIAIH1ESS STEEL
HARMONIC COEFFICIENTS HEASURED DURBiG A HYSTOESIS LOOP TO 35KC

(n+l) 8 0.53kG

Rising I[X10**][X10"'1

38/19
58/19
79/19
99/19
119/18
29/19
49/1Q
69/18
86/19
108/18

Falling
39/18
59/18
79/lg
99/18
U9/18
29/18
46/19
69/19
89/18
109/19

I 6mps)
Ic{saps)

-334.8
-51.4
+7.6
+10.7
+2.8
+70.2
-10.5
-5.0
+1.4
-1.6

I
-342.7
-131.5
+3.8
+18.6
+12.8
+73.9
-10.6
-2.9
+1.4
-2.8

12.9
0

6.6
0.3
0.6
1.4
0.1
4 .3
0.3
1.0
0.4
0.2

7.5
0.6
0.9
2.1
1.1
7.1
3.3
0 .4
1.3
1.5

i
l . Z

fxlO"*]!
-198.1
+16.8
+18.7
+1.4
-7.0
+34.5
-5.2
-3.0
+1.0
-0.9

-204.2
-51.7
+12.8
+6.5
+1.2
+39.4
-4.1
-2.6
-1.4
-0.5

XIO"*]
" 3.7

1.0
0.6
1.0
0.6
0.5
0.2
1.4
0.7
0 .1

3 .6
0 .1
0.9
0 .8
0.6
0.7
0.5
0 .2
1.4
0.4

30.03
0

±il

txlO"*j[xlO'*]
-114.5
+25.3-
+13.4-
-2.7 .
-6.1
+23.81'
-4.3 *
-1.1 .
-0.7
-0.7 .

-118.9
-17.1
+9.8 •-
+1.1 .
-1.2 •
+24.9.
-3 .5 .
-0.9
-1.0
-0.1 '

2.2
0 .1
0.7
0 .1
0.4
1.1
2.1
0.9
0.7
0.5

2.6
0.2
0.1
0.0
0 .5
1.0
0 .1
0.3
0.9
0 .1

63>45
0

an _...bn . . .
[xlO *][xl0 *]
+20.6
+10.2
+3.1
-7.8
-3.3'
+18.1
-2.9
-0.8
+0.4
+0.1

+24.9
-2.6
+3.6
-6.6
-1.9
+17.1
-2.5
-0.9
+0.4
-0.4

0 .6
0 . 1
0.1
0.5
0 .0
1.2
0.0
0 .3
0 .2
0 .1

1.1
0.3
0 .2
0 .4
0 .1
1.0
0.4
0 . 1
0 .4
0 .3

132.5
5.60

12.
an _ -
CxXO
+2.3
+6.0
+2.9-
-5.2
-2.2
+13.5
-2.1-
-0.4.
-0.1
+0.3

•

-1.4'
+1.9
+2.3
-4.8
-1.2 .
+14.8
-2.3
-0.4
+0.2
+0.4

264.
3.

s2

Jtxio"4]
1.2
0 . 3
0 .2
0 .0
0 .1
1.1
0.2
O.3
0.1
0 .3

0.2
0.2
0 .2
0 . 1
0 . 1
1.1
0.0
0 .1
0 ,2
0 .3

1
60

19,0
an bn
[xl0"4][xl043
-7.7
+4.2
+2.2
-4.2
-1.2
+14.1
-2.2
-0.3
+0.1
+0.3

-11.6
+4.5
+2.0
-4.1
-1.2
+15.7
-2.2
-0.6
+0.1
+0.4

1.1
0 . 1
0 .1
0 . 0
0 .0
1.1
0.2
0 .1
0 .0
0 .3

1.3
0.1
0 .1
0 .1
0 .0
l . J .

0.2
0.2
0 .1
0 .4

460.9
7.22

32.3fcC

!xJO*4][
-6.1
+4.6
+0.8
-21.7
-2.8
+lw.A
-1.0
•0.8
+0.8
+0.8

-12.8
+6.0
+0.6
-21.5
-2.9
+10.9
•0.9
-0.6
+0.8
+0.8

853.0
122;8

b n -•i

0.7
0.1
0.3
0 .0
0 .1
1.2
0.7
0.5
0.1
0.7

0 .8
0.2
0 .3
0.0
0 .1
0,9
0.6
0.4
0.3
0.7



between the poles in the normal orientation. The akew
aextupole b,3e, which can be caused by construction
errors, la <l * IT*. In aiaaMry, except at very low
field* where their absolute magnitude 1* minute, the
lowest order error terma, quadrupole and aextupole ara
? 1 * 10T*. All Others are a few perca In 10*. These
errora are amall even by conventional magnet atandarda.

Ati« tent tic 304 Stainless Steel

The auatenitlc 304 atainless aceel rectangular
structure, which contrlbutca to the a tecma, la com-
posed of a welded fabrication of a 0.062-ie.tube and
stainless ateel plate. Melds exist at the top and
bottom surfaces at 90 and 270 ; i.e., at the surfaces
intersected by a vertical line through the'magnet
center (rig. 1). What la to be expected? Kartcnsltlc
transformations can grow with each temperature cycle
and are affected by applied atraln. Two products occur,
one of which la ferromagnetic* Ferrlte content can
vary widely. Maximum permeability o^vura at low fielde.
but fl'-x saturation typically requires -40k0e. Weld
material can bo quite ferromagnetic with strong local
perturbations.

To the extent the ferrite is statistically uniform
over the atruccura, it sontributea only tfr.-thtt allowed
terma, with lower order multlpolea aurely predominant.
Thla la conatatant with observation* of lea romamtat .
and dynamic affect: e,5§ ia « 4 « of a.Je and higher
terma are negligible. *If the welds at'ftT and 270*
are magnetically non-uniform, thla will concentrate
flux at either the cop or bottom poles. Such asymmetry
will produce the skew term a.2e, a**!, etc, with poles
located at 90° and 270°. Thte again docs occur, with
a 3 - 20X of e r

In aummary, over an extended period with several
magnet cooidowna and repeated excitation runs, the
magnitude of fcrromagnetlem in the etalnless ateel
continues to grow. Thla contributes only co the a
terma. The b tcrma, which would only be effected*
higher order tgyametry in the stainless ahoy no ferrite
contribution. «

The m Terma with n Odd :

The akew quadrupole «,2« has become quite large
with a vet? amall hysteresis loop width. Tne amplitude*
are almost equal for rise and fall all the way down te
rcmanence (not ahown in Table XI). Thla aitew term ia
not due to esymmetrlcal dlamagnetlsm in toe supercon-
ductor, which would produce a larga loo* width at low
fields (aee e.Se later). Both a.2t and (very small}
aJ>e have grown In step both in femanence and dynamic
amplitudes since the firet experiments and with the
aame charaeteriatlc S dependence. Any akew quadrupeta
a,2ft due to construction errors would be a C O M teat
like b,. The upper limit on a,, aparc fro* the
stalnUas effect, la email compared to 10 * 10**.
Finally, the integral coll reautta. which aammle e U
the ferrice, have conaiatantty ahown am a, of — SOX
of the point coil data and of opposite alga.

The a Terma with, n Even

The pnlr cerma allowed by aymwetry. The 20-in.
model ia not an optisiun "paper" dcai(n; aa'computed
« , 3 B • «12.9 x 1CT* for n larje and the correction
current 1c • 0. Xemanence and hystercaU in the tron
and aupercovducsor wil l contribute;, n wt t l 'w the
atainless atcel. The small loop width of « , 3 | inaJlcittsa
that auparconductiTsg a*laaagMtlam ia a relatively
amall contributor. A low field * , hyateret'te ta l l
(partly ahown im Table XI) la similar co that of the
dipola a 1§ <«g. * ) . Thle t a l l i» «i»o chatacterlttlc
of cMveXtioMl ferromagiHta. The raaiHTnt.ia
f i e U A2*c

a at the time of Tablt II waa -10b.

Thla la double that of any earlier run, and contains
normal iron reauiaence plus the ferriee. The hystcrctic
call la over by 2.6fcS, blending smoothly tram rcctsncncc
Into a -22C offset compared to predictions. The a ,
offset due co stainless, jrow» alowly with a. aatufatea
and diminishes with the same functional relationship
aa a, aftit » , . The offset pattern like rcmncncc. has
growfl in magnitude.

The a ,Sj data, with rlae and fall averaged because
of large dfaaiagnctiam, show the aame eynanle tcrrite
pattern, but much smaller (~3C overall) and veveraed
in algn. Both have the aame rcmanent aign with the
ferrtte opposing Che overall rnuncne, a. . This ia
conelatent with th* fact that of a l l the rcmancnt
cerma, only e , has decreased as the ferrltc stows.
Undemanding aside, the data above 5kC tn Table It
ta of moat Interest. The large a. 3& at 5.3kC la «.oe to
mlaaetcings of 1c. Thec.39 average at 3£.3kC. vhcre
ferrlte should make the attalleac contribution, was
compared with computer predictions. Tht wir.ncc
permeability wat cxtrap-jiatcd from the dlpole cc«-
partsona at -JlkC In Fig. 4. The computer agrees
co 1 % IT*, the ferrltc effect le aeveral times
larger than this> ao the result is fortuitous.
Nevertheless, a , i s correctly predicted co considerably
better than 1 l̂CT*

Apart from a , 5s dlamagnetism, a.SS, a.7fi, etc.
ara well behaved and e^rcc with predictions. The
large aaf a at 32.3kC ia generated by the correction
coi l whin Ic -la large. For the preacnt magnet circuit,
aupercemdwetlag dlamajn«tl»* i* almost entirely due to
the auxiliary correction col l .* Thla produces pre-
6» i i i a« t lya ,S | . During the rise this effect can-
tributes a. * • *.* * IT* at S.SkC. This should
dimialati as r * .

m With a.3ij Tiwri Tn y.
It ia evident that practical error terns arc very

amall in the 20-i«. model, apart from the ftrrlte (n
the stalalcf* s tee l . The remaining questions are (a)
how well dees the data confirm the computer prcdictioaa,
ami (») how good ia the magnctT extensive experi-
mental as4 computed data cxiata on the effects of
Incremental ckeagat i l e in the cofrectien col l current.
Thla permits aijuatment of a,3t to sero or other
standard value. Such amall adjustments have almost
vaalehlng effect e* higher allowed terms; i . e . , file
produces caaMtlally pure a,3f change. For example,
tualng (k« S.SkC date «f Tallc It to zero by adding
•43» • « . • x IB** ehaflgca a •* by • 1 x IT*. *U
other teraa chaage by considerably leaa. At 10.t,
19.0, and 32.3fcC, tuning a,3e to zero chanjts a l l
higher cerma mcgliglbly (<<1 x 10**). Koce thla pro*
ct^wre Mkat no assumptions about aubtraccing a back'
grew** * , 3 | due ta ferrlte, but •imply coreeeta for
i t . The*10 times amatler a . 5 | fcrrita contribution,
however, decs give a rcstdoSl error at the -1 x 10**
level far cempariag computer and experiment at the
fields ef intercat. This could have been aubcracted

TABU III
KMMOMIC c o t m e x m s or zo-ix. HACHCT ALLOWED
BY SYIMCTXY KITH SEXTUroU TUHEB TO ZERO

31/It

lit/it

,5.5

•2 50
b. o.
•3.4 •O.SO
•4.2 +0.24
-5.4 -0.12
•2.2 -0.0J

lt.l 31.3

«2
0.

•3.3
•2.1

• 1.2

50
0.

•0.49
•0.12
•O.Of
•0.01

•2
0.

•7.0
•2.3
-30.*
•3.3

50
0.

•1.03
•0.13
•0.4*
•0.03

Tka coeffideate arc exytessed in unite of 1 x 10**.



out. It w.is not lirccuse of the ulih that Table i n shew
show che ta.if.ncc a* It 1*. AC 19kC with lh«t sextupole
tuned out, nil rnvsiurcd allowed aultlpoles 'Agree with co
computations with <l x 10"* error.

Table i l l elves the tuned data at 5.5 and 19,lkC.
The 38.3VG data la fro* a separate, higher field run.
The so-called harmonic coefficients aeatuted at radtua
p in Tallies II ami III are actually the enpHtudet of
tfie nnltlpoles nomitlzed to Chi dipolt; I . e . ,

and thui dlmenslonles*. The amplitudes at a radlua of
50X to tupcrconductor, p " %P a u . , art et io shown.
If p MK. • 2 (for cxaapie, 2 inches), then.
p • 1 • 1, and the 501 column are true eetff lc ltatt
w?th dimension* p (in. in our example).

P ^ t
sr

of the *0

Mignet

* • HamaUxcd Excitation function
for 20-ln. Hi(net

f i g . 5 • Short Saaple Superconductor Testa

Field Unlfor»Ur .of Allowed Tenit, Seactupole Tuned Ou£

The field 'uniformity AB/B on che horizontal and
vertical sildpltnei Is thown at l i . lkc in Fig. 6 as a
function of radius. The difference between experiment
and predictions- i s also shown. The field It everywhere
flat CoU x VT%. The firat derivative B'/B (in.'1)
i* <3 x VT* Co 10ft sadlus. the second derivative
» ' 7 l (in."*) i s <I « 10-* to beyond 60X radius (Fig. 7).
The 5.5kC data i t «lrx»»t idenEical, being a few percent
vorae. This field quality ft smch better than required
for i t s application, although better designs now exist .
Fig. 0 shows AB/B at 36.3kG. This is s i x 1<T* to
~65X radius. BV1 U <3 x 10** co ~S7X radius.
B 'Vi . <F1|. 9) . s°J x 10T3 to al«Oit 50X. The
deviation at 36kC It due to large ag90, which in later
dctlgnt' 3MS been greatly reduced. Kote that the units
arc for • *- in . dlaaeter aagact. For the 20-in. Magnet.
B'/B la increased by 1,06 lor In."1 , and B"M
by 1.12 to be i s units of In."" in Figs. 7 am) 9?
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